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Abstract. Real modulation transfer function is developed for a chopper
operating pyroelectric camera. Constructive parameter influence on output signal is analyzed.
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1 Introduction

where

Thermal imaging cameras having a pyrovidicon (PV) as JR
detectors, i.e. , pyrocameras (PCs), are widely adopted because of a number of their merits such as uniform responsivity

minance distribution in a point source image on the display
screen. In the general case, a PC consists of consecutively
attended elements, thereby,

in a wide spectral range, operating without deep cooling, and
forming of a standard TV signal. However, a PV peculiarity
to respond only to changes in incident radiation causes certain
problems in PC design.
There exist two operating regimes for changing PV target
irradiation: panning and modulation. The modulation is pref-

erable because it permits displaying images of static and
stationary radiating thermal objects.
The modulation transfer function (MTF) is an important
performance that indicates a spatial resolution of the PC and
a quality of image contrast transfering. In addition, minimum
resolvable temperature difference (MRTD) and minimum detectable temperature difference (MDTD) are determined by
the MTF. Thus, development and investigation of a real PC
MTF with a chopper, which is the task of this paper, is essential.

2 Pyrocamera Elements MTF

the impulse response of the PC, h(x,y). is the lu-

MTFC MTF0 . MTFM
where

PV

MTFE . MTFD

(2)

the MTF of the optical system, "modulator-

pyrovidicon' ' system, electronic system (videoamplifier) and

display, respectively, are considered. Apparently, each
MTF's spatial frequencies would be reduced to a common
plane, for example, the PV target plane.
In practice, while using standard TV scanning system and
an amplifier with wide bandwidth, we can consider MTFE
1 and MTFD 1 . Rest functions can be reduced to one
dimension along the line scanning
To approximate
MTF0 the Gauss function is used:

MTF0(f) = exp( —

22rf) ,

(3)

where r0 is the point spread function (PSF) radius for 0.606
X PSFmax in x-direction.

A PC being linear and spatially invariant can be described

by MTF:

3 Real MTFC Development
it is necessary to obtain video-signal
current caused by cosine test pattern image with periodic
To define MTFM_

MTF(f,f)=

time modulation of the incident radiation at angular frequency

J Jh(x y) exp[ —j2(xf

—

W2lTfm.

yJ)] dx dy
(1)

f Jhc(X,Y) dx dy
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If chopper has been set in the image plane, then rectangular
time modulation must be considered, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
For this case, the MTF was obtained in Ref. 2. At modulation
frequencyf =25 Hz, ensuring maximum signal MTF is described by the following expression

MTFPV = tanh(wrr/2)
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PYROELECTRIC CAMERA MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION

where

a=

4'rr2kf

(4b)

,

C,)

where k is the thermal diffusivity of the PV target in square
meters times inverse seconds.

PV Target Irradiance
However, in real PCs, including only one lens, it is impossible
to set a chopper accurately in the image plane. Actually the
chopper is placed at certain distance from PV target [Fig.
2(a)1, which causes curving of the rectangular irradiance impulse front [Fig. l(b)I.
In the general case, the variable part of the irradiance is
given by
3.1

E(x,t)=(E0 cos2rrfx)[F(t)I ,

rri(),

where d is the PV target diameter and t is the field duration

of a frame scanning.
Referring to Fig. 2(b), showing a chopper, for example,
a tape with rectangular windows, performing uniform forward motion and shutting the central beam, we can describe
the modulation function for the irradiance impulse front as

4S2a(t) =
F.=
f, i-r(D0/f')2 IT
t
2A [ t I
I t /2 (
I
XarcsinI—I —I l——JI—I 1——
\ trJ[r\ tjr
\tjrJ

(5)

where E0 cos2Trfx is a Fourier component of the irradiance
spatial distribution on the PV target and F(t) is the modulation function.
With some approximation, we have assumed that F(t) is
not changed along the target plane. For simplicity, we shall
examine a central part of the target. As follows from Fig.
2(a), the diameter of the central gathering beam in the modulation plane is given by m(D0/f'), where D0 is the entrance
pupil diameter andf' is the focal length. Thus, for impulse
front duration we have

(6)

O<t<tjr .

(7)

However, for further application, Eq. (7) is not convenient.
Therefore Ffr(t) has been approximated by sine [Fig. 3(a)1.
When D01f' = 1, d= 16 mm, and im 5 within the range 2 to
1 6 mm, the maximum approximation error can be anywhere
between 1 % and 6.5%, which is suitable.
Thus, irradiance alteration can be expressed by Eq. (5),
where modulation function F(t) is defined as

ii

1
I'
—I 1 +A sinl wt——U)t

\

27r

U)
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2ir
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/2
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(b)

1

(8)

where A = 1/{sin[w(tjr/2)I}.

27r/

3.2 Pyroelectric Response
It has been assumed that the anisotropic target is uniformly

Fig. 1 Diagrams of the target irradiance change with (a) rectangular
and sine modulation and (b) real modulation.

heated through its thickness b. The temperature distribution
T(x, t) obeys the thermal balance equation3:
F 82T(x,t)1

E0

cos2ITfxF(t)+KI b 3x2
L

[
C[b

I

J

—4 T—T(x,t)=

BT(x t)l

at ]'

(9)

where T(x, t) = Ta(x, t) — T0 is the temperature difference be-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Scheme of (a) PC chopper setting and (b) the radiation beam
shutting.

tween absolute Ta (x, t) and average T0 temperatures; K is
thermal conductivity in W m' deg K — 1; C is volume thermal
capacity in J K m deg K — ';4o T is radiation conductance,
Wm 2 deg K; and Cr is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant.
Assuming a harmonic modulation, i.e., F(t) = ej(ot, Eq.
(9) has the solution
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where p is the pyroelectric coefficient in Cl m 2 deg K
By denoting dimensionless time i = w t and using the cal-

E0

culated sum from Eq. ( 1 2), we have obtained

i'\

(a)
pE0

cos2ITfx( — I
Q(T)=—
wCb

IT

.

\IrJslnhalT

exp{a[IT—(T—T0)I},

O<T—T0<2IT .

(b)

2

(14)

Therefore, the pyroelectric charge with real radiation modulation law is described by

-r

Q(T)=IQ(T—To)F(To) dT0

.
Fig. 3 Diagrams of (a) real irradiance change and (b) pyroelectric
charge change.

+ 7Q(T T0 + 2IT) F(T0 ) dT0 ,

jwl
T(x,t)=— cos2ITfxxet[(2ITfv)2+j
E

F

,

( 15a)

(10)

where parameter c is defined by Eq. (4a). This solution, Eq.

(10), coincides with the approximation of the accurate
solution of the 2-D thermal conduction equation, given in
Ref. 4.
To obtain the solution of Eq. (9) with the real modulation
according to Eq. (8), we can use a general superposition
principle.
Modulation function F(t) can be written as the convolution with (2ir)/w periodic sequence of Dirac delta functions:

![l+A S1fl(TO_Tfr)],

![l+A Sfl(TO_Tfr)],
0,

Tfr < T)

IT,

IT <T0

IT

IT +

Tfr

+ Tfr< T0 2IT
( 1 5b)

2m\
t ta———-— )F(t) dt0
(—
W/

0

Tfr,

F(T0)=

/ U)

F(t)= j

o < T0

where TfrWTfr.
If a chopper is opened in a half-period, 0 < T < IT, then a
pyroelectric charge is determined differently within intervals

O<T<Tfr and Tfr<T<'T [Fig. 3(b)].

= f F(t)

dt0
1

Q(T)=Cbcos2ITf.x2slnhaIT

2

/ U)

=

exp[jnw(t—t0)] dt0 .

J F(t0)

F

w
—

jnw1 exp[jnw(t—t0)] .

X (2iTf+—-—

2
sin(TO_)]

X exp[a( — T + IT)1 dT0 + J [1 +A sin(TO — Tir)]

X exp[a(r — T — IT) dT0I +

2J

exp[a(T0 — T — IT) dT0

(12)

The surface density of a pyroelectric charge caused by temperature distribution T(x, t) is given by

Q(x,t)=pT(x,t) ,

+A

(11)

Applying Eq. (10) to each Fourier component from Eq.
(11), we have defined temperature response corresponding
to input i functions periodic sequence:
E0
T=—
Kb cos2ITfx

{J[i
0

(13)

+jT[1+A Sfl(TO_Tfr)]
X exp[a( — T — IT)1
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dTO} ,

0< T < Tfr

,

(16a)

PYROELECTRIC CAMERA MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION

pE0

Q(i-) =

Cb

cos2irf x

ii

i

I

/
\

1

I I + A sin( T0 — Tf
2

2sinhaTr 0J [

+ 5fl(Tfr/2) + 1}1 /5fl(Tfr/2))

(19)

where Tfr21Tfmtf(DO/f')im/d
It follows from a comparison of Eqs. (4a) and (19) that

T

an MTFM_PV decrease occurs by modulation law distortion.
Hence,

X exp[a — T + IT)1 dT0 + 2f

MTF"

M-PV=
lim ,r'rrrect

Xexp[(T0—T+IT)I dTO+21

(20)

d \f'

a —30 lvii FM_ PV

For example, at d= 16 mm, (D0/f') = 1 and m = 2 mm
MTFM_ , is decreasing by 12.5% and at = 10 mm by
62.5%. Although the modulation plane and image plane are
superposed, i.e., fr>°' MTFp—>MTFp, while

Xexpa(T0—T—rr)] dT0

tfr>tf i.e.,

IT

j

—'

[i+ sin(TO_rfr)]

X expa(0 — — )I dTo} , T1 < T <

Mm1real
1'MPV —3MTFpv
(16b)

where MTFPV (2/IT){cos1/(1 + a2)V2].

The preceding expression is correct only when the target

It can be easily shown that in a half-period a chopper
points for modulation and scanning phases are equal. Because
opened to maximum pyroelectric charge change is equal by
absolute value to a charge change in a half-period a closed
chopper:
2p E0

— I + ea;(e — — I)

\

mance improvement it is required to introduce a phase shift,
T t , which now gives

MTF= cos(w_5)(1+a2Y/2

z Q = Q(IT) — Q(O) = Q(IT) — Q(2'rr) = —---

Xcos21TfxI

f—0, —(IT/2), i.e., MTFPV 30 hence for perfor-

(21)

where t is the time shift between modulation and TV scan-

c(e—e -

ning periods.

(1 — e_){ecrjr sin[(l /2)Tjr II + sin[(l /2)Tjr+ (t)1]}

(e°— e)(1 + ci2)(l /2) Slfl(TtrI2)
(17a)

where T=arctg(1/a)

(1 7b)

If at the real modulation frequency given the maximum
response,' = (1 / 2 tf) =25 Hz, the pyroelectric charge
commutation without rest occurs at the end of a modulation
half-period, then the video-signal current is given by
S

At fm 25 Hz shift t = ( tj-/4) gives a considerable improvement of MTFPV which is shown in Fig. 4. However
d(D0/f'Y ' MTF , cannot be
m increasing to
treated as MTFJPV , because in this case, irradiance changes
at all target points occur simultaneously. Thereby, the phase
shift will differ along the target. For example, for upper and
lower PV target lines shift; differs by ii. Thus at fm =25
Hz, image contrast inverting will be present along the screen.

The MTFM_,I calculated for PV with a triglycine sulphate
(TGS) target, having k =3 X 10 m2 s '. These are plotted
in Fig. 4 for different values of
Therefore, for a pyroelectric camera with the chopper setting at distance m from PV target, MTFC is found to be

(18)

tf

where S is the effective PV target surface.

3.3 Modulator-Pyrovidicon System MTF

48

MTFM_PV is defined as the normalized ratio of video-signal
current, caused by the cosine test pattern image, to the maximum possible current for such an image:

46

exp(—crrr/2)

MTFM_pv= IT

—(e

cosh(aTr/2)(1c

a

42

—e Tfr)
1

+ (1 + a2) 1/2 x {eaTfr sin[(Tfr/2) 4s]

23

4

5Cr I9

O

Fig. 4 MTFM_PV for different m values.
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MIF

1

MTF=—
exp(—2Tr2rf)exP(alr/2)
IT
COSh(air/2)

x

(a{exp()

- nr0

exp[()]}

-.

44

(awt ——
amDo)
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xsin[1) I-j'-'[m0\
x

Fig. 5 Real MTFM_PV, MTFQ and MTFC.

(22)

Sfl[(Wtf/2)(m/d)(DO/ f')])

Figure 5 shows MTF0 of the optical system with lens resolution V0 = 10 mm ' so that r0 = 1 /(2ITv0). Also in Fig. 5
MTFM_ PV and MTFC with the Chopper placed at 4-mm distanCe from lens image plane are plotted.

4 Conclusion
We have investigated a signal transformation process in a

PC with a Chopper and developed an expression describing
a real PC MTF. The analysis of MTFC including several
components, shows an optical system with negligible influ'
ence on MTFC . The 'modulator-PV' system is of the greatest importance in spatial-frequency filtration of the image.
This is accounted for by the target temperature spatial distribution as the result ofthermal diffusion, which significantly
depends on modulation function, determined by modulation
system construction.
Thus, chopper setting longitudinal error im ' which defines
the modulation plane lack of coincidence with the image
plane, causes a distortion of the modulated radiation rectangular impulse fronts. At low spatial frequencies, the last in-

'

volves an output signal that decreases by a quantity that
depends on m At f3 0, the signal decreases [1 — (im/d)
(D0/f')I times. If we assume the contrast transfer worsens
two times as much, then the maximum permissible may
be equal to 8 mm. While is increasing, some signal increase

appears at spatial frequencies from 1 to 3 mm' in comparison with lower frequencies (Fig. 4). This is explained by
the presence of a sine component in a pyroelectric response,

Eq. (17a). This sine part has a phase shift, depending on
spatial frequency, relative to modulation function. With

1 the MTFC will differ across the line scanm —d (D01 f
ning direction on the PV target. In addition, contrast inversion
will be evident. Thus it becomes impossible to decipher a
thermal pattern image.
Therefore, to improve PC image quality it is necessary to
put a chopper in an intermediate image plane, which must
be realized by the application of new chopper construction
and special optical systems.
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